
Definition
Event | Special event: Something that is planned and only 
takes place for a limited amount of time, typically a planned 
public or social occasion. Something with an agenda. 

Activity: Something that engages people, and is ongoing, 
and has no agenda: no planned timelines. 

It must be interactive: not something to look at.



Events include
- Farmers markets (ongoing event) 
- First Fridays 
- Art Walks 
- 5K run/walks - fundraising events 
- Parades 
- Art and street fairs 
- County fairs 
- Sports tournaments 
- Holiday celebrations



Nearly half produce one to 
five events each year. 

Another 45% produces six 
to 20 events a year.

To boost downtown 
businesses | local 
spending 

Fundraising 

To get our locals to 
congregate there



89% are home to  
less than 80 event days  
per year.

Studies show…
For retail to be sustainable, they need customers 250 days a 
year - minimum. 

For downtowns: Bringing people downtown will put customers 
in front of their stores. Then it’s up to the retailer to pull them 
in the door. 

The trick: Not to compete WITH your retailers!



This calendar shows 308 days a retailer should be open

Nearly 90% have no 
ongoing, consistent, 
“activities” downtown



Main Street in Bastrop, Texas



82% close off a street from 
a few days to as many as 
20 days a year.

pedestrian only access
pedestrian only access

Typical event | farmers market set-up

Main Street Bastrop, Texas



pedestrian only access

pedestrian only access
pedestrian only access

pedestrian only access
pedestrian only access

The preferred set-up that features 
local businesses instead of blocking them

TO DO
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pedestrian only access
pedestrian only access

pedestrian only access

pedestrian only access
pedestrian only access

The preferred set-up  
for a narrower street



Who should produce local events?

Who does what
Downtown association: 80% of your time should be spent on 
product development: work that will orchestrate your 
business mix and pull people downtown - 250+ days a year. 

Tourism: Downtown’s partner, the “ad agency” for the 
community, attracting visitors - and increasing spending from 
visitors already coming into the community. 

Chamber of commerce: The lobbying organization for local 
business and the production of community-based events.

TO DO
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Business owners 
Colleges 
Local non-profits 
Local/regional foundations 
Volunteers 
Libraries 
Ag societies | wine trails

50% spend more than 100 
hours a year producing 
events 

22% spend between 50 
and 100 hours a year



Another role for tourism & downtowns
Recruiting clubs and organizations to host their 
public events in your community.

TO DO
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Invite vendors | collectors especially | talented locals

Invite local art guilds | potters | painters | quilters | sculpture artists | ice carvers





What to do

So far
TO DO

1 Don’t block your retailers with street-based events
TO DO

2 Get out of the event business (except public markets)
TO DO

3 Instead, encourage others to host & produce events



If you can: 
Develop a plaza and program the heck out of it





Where: 
- 29% close off a street 
- 6% use a parking lot 
- 19% use a downtown park 
- 12% have a plaza space



Think again:  
Every event should be where it can 
best be monetized: in the heart of 
your spending district

The whole idea:  
To make your downtown the  
community living room 
and to monetize it!



Highline Park in Manhattan

TO DO
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Check out these 
two videos in the 
DDA Resource 
Center



If you can’t:  
Here are some things you can do 

on a minuscule budget 
to accomplish the same goal

Encourage sidewalk cafe dining | offer drinks in non-peak hours
TO DO
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Sign: Relax and have a drink!





Cafe Barriers

Add additional 2-place tables, chairs, table-top board games
TO DO
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Three tables and six chairs. . . . . . . . . . 
Three backgammon sets @ $25 each 
Three chess sets @ $35 each. . . . . . . 

Total cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$276 
$75 
$105 

$456

What to purchaseTO DO
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Lose the parking here and extend pedestrian access around.
TO DO
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Raised planter

Raised deck

Wolfville, Nova Scotia



Temporarily program this space: Every downtown should have a plaza.
TO DO
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Consider an Art Alley, with graffiti artists in action
TO DO
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Rapid City, South Dakota





Outdoor foosball tables: $900 
Outdoor ping pong tables: $900

Purchase (or have donated) some games: foosball, ping pong, jenga…
TO DO
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Cornhole toss: $130



Have people check-out board games: chamber/visitor information
TO DO
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Once things get going, consider a mobile kiosk downtown.
TO DO
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Add seating (flanked with pots) every chance you can get.
TO DO
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Consider losing one parking space, converting it to an activity space.
TO DO
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And two spaces on this side of the street.
TO DO
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Then program the space with activities | vendor carts
TO DO
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Sisters, Oregon



Work with schools, colleges to create small business opportunities.
TO DO
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Portland, Oregon



Vending Trikes 
Icicle Bicycles

Ways to get vendor carts in your downtown: 
- Purchase them and rent them out (for a percentage of sales) 
- Lease them 
- Work with vendors that operate them 
- Work with your local high school | college (business incubator) 
- Work with economic development agencies 
- Invite local businesses to expand their reach into downtown 
- Contact youth organizations who might operate them



Include your #hashtag everywhere. Make Instagram a priority.
TO DO
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Add a TV (inside the windows) with exterior speakers, remote, seating.
TO DO
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pop-up theater



Add a piano here | or an artisan-at-work space
TO DO
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A perfect space for vendor kiosk or mobile library.
TO DO
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Boston, M
assachusetts

Youngstown, Pennsylvania



Asheville, North Carolina

Or entertainment | street vendors/artisan space.



Make sure you have two of these (or three with one being checkers)
TO DO
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Activities : 
- Television with viewing area 
- Piano or entertainer space 
- Giant chess set 
- Vendor or library kiosk



While you’re at it, add a few dog dishes downtown.
TO DO
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Main Street Bastrop, Texas

10’Catalina umbrellas

potted plants

activity area

32” tables

vendor
play area

piano

library

TV

stage
34 - 2-place tables |chairs

13 - 4-place tables | umbrellas

Piano | entertainment spots

Outdoor TV viewing area

2 - ping pong tables

Portable library kiosk

Artisan platform stage

36 - variety of table games 

2 - Giant chess sets

30 - Potted shrubs (movable)



34 - 2-place tables | chairs ………………………… 
13 - 4-place tables | chairs | 10’ Catalina umbrellas 
2 - Raised entertainment decks w/outlets………….. 
1- Piano……………………………………………… 
1 - Television | exterior speakers | remote…………… 
2 - Outdoor ping pong tables………………………… 
2- Outdoor foosball tables……………………………. 
36 - Variety of table games……………………………. 
2 - Giant chess sets…………………………………… 
30 - Planted pots……………………………………… 
Library kiosk | vendor carts……………….. 

Total approximate cost:

$3,128 
2,600 
1,400 

donated 
on loan 

1,800 
1,800 
1,620 
1,600 
3,300 

different program 

$17,248

Yes,  
you will need a storage place  
so that you can always add other activities 
and have a place to store them as you  
re-arrange the activities.



Develop a “programming plan” for your downtown.TO DO
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What to do
Change it up every two to three weeks: 

Rearrange the furniture!

TO DO
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Think creatively! Ask local clubs and organizations. Bring it downtown.
TO DO
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Easels with paper | pens | pencils | water color paints



Performing Arts Center









Bracebridge, Ontario

ALWAYS think of your downtown as the community living room.
TO DO
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The four ingredients to an outstanding, 
vibrant downtown

1. An intimate, attractive setting 
2. An orchestrated business mix 
3. Life after 6:00 pm 
4. Year-round activities - sorry, not events



For more how-to resources join us - and 
have your local businesses join as well 

DestinationDevelopment.org

Here’s to better leveraging your time 
while making your downtown even more successful!


